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n  Declining sector share prices, influenced partly by the oil price fall, contributed to a 13.5% fall in the 
value of assets under management held by specialist clean energy funds in 2014.

n  However, newer types of fund continued to attract interest, with three US ‘yieldcos’ floated in 2014, 
raising some $1.6 billion. The share prices of the six US yieldcos have risen by 56% on average since 
their initial public offerings.

n  Their UK cousins – listed project funds – saw their number grow to six in 2014, attracting investors 
with dividend yields of some 6% compared with the 2% offered by 10-year government bonds. Overall, 
US yieldcos, UK quoted project funds and one German equivalent raised $5 billion from stock market 
investors in 2014.

n  Issuance of green bonds hit a new record of $39 billion in 2014. But clean energy project bonds were 
not so lucky, seeing an 82% drop to $630 million, as there was no repeat of the very large issues for 
solar parks seen in 2013 and as bank debt remained a compelling alternative in Europe. Nonetheless, 
last year saw Latin America’s first clean energy project bond, the world’s first labelled green project 
bond and the first green bond from Asia’s private sector. 

n  Development banks remain crucial to clean energy investment. As top lead arranger in 2014, Brazil’s 
development bank BNDES provided $2.7 billion of debt – up 74% from 2013 – in part to finance the 
5.4GW of winning projects from the preceding year’s auctions. South-South investment flows are set to 
increase with the launch of the $100 billion BRICS and Asian Infrastructure Investment Banks.  

SOURCES OF INVESTMENT

FUNDS

Nearly all of the traditional types of clean energy 
funds, investing in public market equities in the 
sector, ended 2014 in the red: of the 13 such funds 
with at least $100 million under management, nine 
saw their share prices fall last year. More than half 
of the 13.5% decline in assets under management 
over the year was due to the fall in sector share 
prices rather than to investor redemptions. This 
was in part driven by the 46% drop in Brent crude 
prices in H2 2014. While oil only has a modest direct 
impact on renewable power generation, some 
funds contain shares that may be more directly 
affected by the oil price slump – such as those in 
electric vehicle companies.  

The US-based Guggenheim Solar Fund failed to 
replicate its 2013 performance, when it more than 
doubled its share price (see Figure 29). In contrast, 
its heavy focus on solar shares, which performed 
worst of the three sector indices (see Chapter 7 on 
Public Markets), resulted in a 3% decline in price 
for Guggenheim. PowerShares WilderHill was 
the worst performer of the clean energy funds:  
tracking the WilderHill New Energy Global 
Innovation Index (NEX), the fund saw its share 
price fall 18% last year.

On the upside, only Julius Baer Smart Energy was 
able to outdo its 2013 performance and achieve a 
double-digit increase in its share price. The fund 
likely benefitted from its diversified portfolios in 
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in around 10 British small-scale projects focusing 
on energy efficiency, district heating, small hydro 
and heat pumps. Outside the UK, Swiss private-
asset manager Capital Dynamics closed a fund 
targeting renewables assets, raising $463 million. 
The company now manages over 1.3GW of clean 
energy capacity across the world. KGAL, a German 
asset manager, raised $281 million for its ESPF3 
renewable power fund.

Last year also saw the launch of several funds 
focused on emerging markets: this included 
one of the first pan-African private equity 
funds specialising in clean power – the African 
Renewable Energy Fund: it raised $100 million in 
March, to finance 5-50MW projects, and aims to 
raise a further $100 million. It was closely followed 

North American utilities, which had a resurgence 
in 2014 as investors looked for stable, higher-
yield dividends after years of low interest rates. 
Environment and climate change funds fared 
better than their clean energy counterparts: with 
less than 10% exposure to clean energy shares, 
the former were better insulated from the sector’s 
lacklustre stock price performance in H2 2014. 

Fund-raising was again principally focused 
on Europe: in September, UK asset manager 
Glennmont Partners closed its second private equity 
fund specialising in renewable power projects in 
Europe, gathering $657 million from investors. In 
the same month, Scottish Equity Partners accrued 
$306 million for the new Environmental Capital 
Fund backed by utility SSE. The fund will invest 
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by the Green Africa Power Fund, which launched 
in Q2 2014 and had raised $189 million by year-end 
from the UK and Norwegian governments. Its goal 
is to invest in some 270MW of renewable power-
generating capacity by March 2019, to reduce 
reliance on fossil fuels. 

Some funds encountered stumbling blocks in 
raising financing last year: in the UK, the Temporis 
Ventus trusts raised in September only a fifth 
of the $30 million they had targeted for wind 
and hydro plants. Temporis suggested this may 
have been due to negative press on wind farms, 
though political uncertainty ahead of the vote on 
Scottish independence in September 2014 and the 
UK general election in May 2015 could also have 
encroached on investor sentiment.

NEW SOURCES

‘Yieldcos’ – the term for publicly traded companies 
formed to own power plants and pass most cash flow 
to investors as dividends – may not be a totally new 
concept, since the first of this breed floated in 2013. 
But this financing strategy seemed to strengthen its 
appeal during last year in the eyes of both investors 
and renewable energy companies in the US, looking 
for cheap capital. Three more yieldcos were floated 

in 2014: SunEdison’s TerraForm Power raised $502 
million in its IPO in July and bolstered its initial 
portfolio of 524MW of solar farms in the Americas 
and UK with the purchase of First Wind in November. 
The $2.4 billion sale gave the yieldco 521MW of 
operating wind and solar assets, together with 
1.6GW of projects in the pipeline. 

The biggest yieldco IPO came in June when Abengoa 
Yield raised $721 million. The parent company sold 
its first power plants – 131MW of solar and 50MW 
of wind – to the yieldco in September and in January 
it announced a secondary offering for 9.2 million 
shares in Abengoa Yield. The six yieldcos in the US 
launched in the last two years have seen their share 
prices climb by an average of 56% since their IPOs, 
with NRG Yield the best performer, surging nearly 
150%. In contrast, the S&P 500 Index has risen 22% 
since the first yieldco IPO in July 2013.

There are now signs that the yieldco model is 
spreading outside North America: in January 2015, 
Spain’s biggest construction company, Actividades 
de Construccion y Servicios (ACS), announced plans 
to list a yieldco, with a target of $576 million. Saeta 
Yield will target institutional investors, offering 
stable dividends from 689MW of wind and solar 
power plants in Spain. 

Meanwhile, financiers in the UK have set up 
listed renewable energy project 
funds, with six such vehicles being 
launched since 2013. Their market 
capitalisations tend to be lower and 
their geographical focus narrower 
than North American yieldcos and 
more established UK infrastructure 
funds. But they generally offer 
higher dividend yields, of around 
6%, appealing to institutional and 
retail investors facing 0.5% official 
interest rates and yields of some 2% 
for 10-year government bonds. 

Two such project funds launched 
in 2014 but encountered some 
stumbling blocks: with 54MW of 
solar and wind as well as waste 
assets, John Laing Environmental 
Assets raised $265 million at its IPO 
in March 2014 but parent company 

FIGURE 29. CLEAN ENERGY FUND PRICE PERFORMANCE, 2013 
AND 2014 (% CHANGE)

Data only covers price return and funds with at least $100 million under management. 
Bubble size indicates market cap of fund.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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John Laing had to take a bigger share than it initially 
planned. NextEnergy Solar Fund’s IPO in April also did 
not go as planned when it raised 57% of the $228 
million it had hoped to gather. To purchase more PV 
plants, it sold 91 million shares in November for $150 
million in the first instalment of a placing programme  
aimed at offering up to 250 million shares over a 
year. At year-end, it had 124MW of PV plants, with 
a market capitalisation of $285 million. NextEnergy 
was not alone in raising further financing last year: 
three of the UK-listed project funds that opened 
in 2013 raised more than $600 million last year via 
secondary issues. In Germany, Capital Stage raised 
$209 million for its latest European wind and solar 
project fund, ESPF3.

Crowd-funding has been another eye-catching 
innovation in the financing of renewable power 
projects in recent years, albeit involving mostly 
modest-sized projects such as one or two local wind 
turbines. This approach gives project developers and 

investors the opportunity to circumvent potentially 
costly third parties and ‘democratise’ energy. Possibly 
the largest renewables crowd-funding platform 
by investment is de WindCentrale based in the 
Netherlands. It opened its ninth project for bids on 
8 September last year and, two days later, the shares 
had sold out, raising $1.3 million for a 1.8MW wind 
farm in the north of the country. By September last 
year, it had amassed over $17 million of capital. Based 
in the UK, Abundance Generation is not far behind, 
having raised $13 million since beginning operations 
in 2012. Its biggest project in 2014 was for $2.3 million 
raised in five months for the development of a single 
grid-connected 500kW wind turbine in Cornwall. 

Clean energy crowd-funding has continued to 
expand its geographical spread: in February 2014, 
United PV became one of the first companies in 
China to adopt this financing model, by launching a 
crowd-funding internet-based financing vehicle with 
Renewable Energy (Hong Kong) Trade Board and 
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Wangxin Finance Group, for the development of PV 
power plants in China. 

However, such platforms have also come under recent 
negative press: nearly 1,000 small investors in the UK 
put $11.4 million into “secured” energy bonds, which 
promised an income of 6.5% a year. The money was 
to be spent on installing solar panels in schools across 
the UK. However, Australia-based parent company 
CBD Energy went into administration in November. 
Media reports said that a quarterly interest payment 
was missed in January 2015, and the investors have 
no rights to compensation as the bonds are treated 
the same as shares, and are not covered by the UK’s 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

GREEN BONDS

Activity in clean energy project bonds diminished in 
2014, with issuance dropping to $630 million – an 
82% drop from the preceding year. One reason for 
the disparity was the record high issuance in 2013 
thanks to several large bonds: the two issued by 
MidAmerican Energy Holdings were alone worth a 
combined $1.3 billion. In addition, Europe, which 
has accounted for around a fifth of such issuance 
in the last two years, has been enjoying access to 
record-low costs for bank debt, weakening the 
case for using bonds to finance projects. 

Despite seeing over 85% less 
issuance in 2014, North America 
was still home to last year’s largest  
clean energy project bond: $209 
million for a portfolio of six solar 
projects in Canada owned by 
Northland Power (see Figure 30). As 
well as this sale, two of the other 
four project bonds last year were 
issued to refinance portfolios of 
existing projects – a trend that may 
well continue. Issuance also shrank 
by over 85% in Europe last year, 
with two project bonds: Estover 
Energy’s $76 million bond for a 
13MW biomass combined-heat-
and-power plant in the UK, and 
$105 million for a 77MW portfolio 
of nine Italian PV projects owned 
by Antin Solar Investments.

Task forces have been set up in China, with a view 
to revealing plans for a corporate green bond 
market in 2015.

The broader category of green bonds enjoyed 
another bumper year in 2014, with issuance 
reaching $39 billion – some 2.6 times the preceding 
year’s total (see Figure 31). The record volume  
was driven by a doubling of issuance from 
development lenders such as the World Bank and 
from national government agencies, in addition 
to a fivefold increase in self-labelled corporate 
bonds from issuers such as GDF Suez of France and 
Verbund of Austria. Germany’s development bank, 
KfW, raised $2 billion in July through its first ever 
green bond. Its two issues last year amounting to 
$3.5 billion meant it was the second-biggest issuer, 
after the European Investment Bank with 15 deals 
raising $5.5 billion.

Green bonds saw several ‘firsts’ last year: in March, 
Toyota issued the first $1 billion green asset-
backed security to finance loans and leases for 
its electric vehicle models in the US. This helped 
elevate the Japanese manufacturer to fifth place 
for green bond issuance. Latin America had its 
first clean energy project bond for the Verace 
Geribatu portfolio of 10 wind farms (258MW) 
in Brazil for $36 million. The region also saw the 
first ever labelled green project bond in the world:  

FIGURE 30. CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT BONDS, 2014

Tenor is years from issue to maturity. Bubble size indicates size of bond.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, company filings
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at $204 million for Energia Eolica’s 114MW of wind 
projects in Peru.

Investor demand for green bonds continued to 
outstrip supply in 2014: KfW’s benchmark $1.5 
billion offering saw $2.5 billion in orders, while 
the first green bond from Asia’s private sector 
– $300 million from Taiwan’s ASE – met six times 
as much interest. One signal of the continued 
interest in green bonds came in September, at the 
United Nations climate summit in New York where 
commitments amounting to just under $19 billion 
were announced. 

Green bonds also appear to be spreading to  
new markets from their historical homes of the 
US and western Europe. For example Brazil’s 
development bank told Bloomberg New  
Energy Finance in December that the bank 
is developing a green bonds programme for 
the renewable energy sector. In Indonesia and 
Malaysia, green sukuk – Sharia-compliant Islamic 

bonds – are being devised to finance renewables 
investments.

DEVELOPMENT BANKS 

Development banks remain a significant source 
of financing for clean energy. In 2013, according 
to Bloomberg New Energy Finance research, the 
world’s development lenders invested $84.9 billion 
in “broad clean energy”, a category that includes 
energy efficiency and transmission and distribution 
as well as renewable energy. This was 10% down 
on the 2012 figure, reflecting lower lending by such 
key players as KfW of Germany and BNDES of Brazil. 
Equivalent figures for 2014 are not yet available.

The 2013 total of $84.9 billion included $37.9 billion 
of energy efficiency lending, $7.1 billion for hydro-
electric projects, $6.5 billion for wind, $3.2 billion 
for solar and $1.4 billion for bioenergy.
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For 2014, Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s league 
tables for participants in utility-scale asset finance 
transactions in clean energy showed Brazil’s 
BNDES as top lead arranger, with a credit of $2.7 
billion, up from $1.5 billion in the preceding year.  
Having historically been the main source of  
financing for large-scale clean energy projects 
in Brazil, BNDES ramped up support last year for  
several reasons: some 5.4GW of projects were 
contracted in the 2013 auctions and required 
financing the following year. In addition, the bank 
has been increasing its exposure to renewable 

energy in recent years, to reduce 
use of resources, cut greenhouse-
gas emissions and diversify from 
drought-vulnerable hydro. It has 
also boosted lending as part of 
the country’s overall economic 
strategy to help investment. BNDES’ 
largest investments last year were 
$462 million for Renova Energia 
to develop 15 wind farms with a 
total capacity of 386MW and $274 
million for the refinancing of the 
Casa Dos Ventos Santa Brigida wind 
portfolio amounting to 192MW. 

The European Investment Bank 
dropped to second place for 
development bank lead arranger 
in 2014, with a credit for $1.5 

billion, nearly 20% below its 2013 total. It financed 
another round of offshore wind projects last 
year, contributing $855 million to the 600MW 
Gemini offshore wind farm and $205 million 
to the 195MW Noordoostpolder development. 
The bank also supports projects outside Europe:  
it provided $277 million of debt for the 300MW 
Lake Turkana wind farm in Kenya and $204  
million for the 121MW Megalim solar thermal 
project in Israel. 

Last year also saw the creation of two new South–
South development banks: in July, 
Brazil, Russia, China, India and 
South Africa created the $100 billion  
New Development Bank. Each 
member country will initially 
contribute $10 billion and the 
primary focus will be infrastructure 
and sustainable development 
projects, with lending to begin 
from 2016. A few months later, 23 
countries signed the bill creating 
the Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank. The initial $50 billion 
was mostly provided by China, 
which hopes the bank will begin 
operations at end-2015. Japan, 
South Korea and Australia did not 
join the bank, citing concerns about 
transparency.

FIGURE 32. INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENT IN EUROPEAN 
RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS, 2007-2014, $BN

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

FIGURE 31. GREEN BOND ISSUANCE 2007-2014, BY TYPE, $BN

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

One of the themes of recent years has been 
rising interest in renewable energy projects from 
institutional investors such as pension funds, 
insurance companies and wealth managers. This 
has been reflected in the emergence of green 
bonds, as a fixed-interest product linked to clean 
energy, and of yieldcos and quoted project funds, 
as equity products exposed to the cash flows from 
renewable power projects. 

However, another increasingly important conduit 
for the deployment of institutional money in clean 
energy is direct investment in projects. Some large 
institutions have built up competent teams to 
assess wind and solar projects, in particular, with a 

view to owning or part-owning them as relatively 
low-risk, predictable cash-flow investments. With 
yields on government and corporate bonds at 
record lows, other income investments such as 
property, infrastructure and – now – renewable 
power projects have been attracting attention.

Figure 32 shows that direct institutional investment 
in European renewable energy projects hit a record 
$2.8 billion, up from $1.8 billion in 2013. Among 
the major transactions were four Danish pension 
funds spending EUR 600 million on a 50% stake in 
the Gode Wind offshore wind park, La Caisse de 
Depot & Placement du Quebec investing GBP 644 
million in half of the London Array project, and a 
string of wind farm and solar park purchases by 
German insurer Allianz.
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n  Asset finance of utility-scale renewable energy projects (more than 1MW) jumped 10% in 2014 to 
$170.7 billion, the highest figure since 2011.

n  Non-recourse project finance increased its share of the money going to new-build renewable energy 
assets, from 28% to 32%, reflecting improved availability of low-cost bank loans, particularly for 
onshore wind and PV.

n  China was by far the largest contributor to the world renewable energy asset finance total, its 
aggregate for 2014 reaching $73 billion, up 23% year-on-year.

n  Offshore wind saw $18.6 billion of transactions, up 148% on the previous year, as seven $1 billion-plus 
European projects reached the “final investment decision” stage. 

n  Wind was the largest contributor to last year’s total, followed by solar, with the former up 10% at 
$92.4 billion and the latter 15% higher at $62.8 billion. 

n  The performances by wind and solar were the more impressive for the fact that reduced capital costs 
over recent years meant that many more gigawatts were installed of both technologies in 2014 than in 
any previous year.

ASSET FINANCE

C H A P T E R  5

For the first time since 2011, there was an  
increase in 2014 in the value of utility-scale 
renewable energy (projects larger than 1MW). 
The global total jumped 10% 
from 2013 levels, to $170.7 billion,  
but still remained below the 
peak of $181.2 billion reached  
in 2011.

Figure 33 shows the split in global 
renewable energy asset finance 
between three different ways 
of funding a project. They are 
on-balance-sheet financing of 
projects by utilities, independent 
power producers and developers; 
non-recourse project finance 
involving a mixture of bank debt 
and equity capital specifically  
for the project; and other 
options such as leasing. In 2014,  
on-balance-sheet financing made 
up 68% of the total, at $116.3 
billion. This was up in dollar terms 

from the previous year’s $112 billion, but four 
percentage points smaller as a proportion of  
the total.

FIGURE 33. ASSET FINANCING NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY TYPE OF SECURITY, 2004-2014, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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to the 300MW Cestas PV project in France, 
undertaking to syndicate the EUR 310 million of 
18-year project debt. However, bond issues to 
finance renewable energy projects were few and 
far between in 2014, even in the US, where the 
largest deal in 2013 was the $1 billion issue by 
Warren Buffett’s MidAmerican Solar to build and 
operate the Solar Star projects in California.

China was the biggest centre for renewable 
energy asset finance in 2014, as shown in Figure 
34, with Europe second up 15% and the US third 
(down 25%). The Chinese total was $73 billion, up 
23% on 2013 and continuing the strong upward 
trend established over many years. Last year’s 
number was double that of 2010 and more than 
four times that of 2007. As shown in Chapter 1, 

In 2014, non-recourse project finance made up a 
little less than 32% of the total, at $53.9 billion, 
up from $42 billion and 28% in 2013. This was 
thanks to several very large deals such as the $3.8 
billion financing of the 600MW Gemini project in 
Dutch waters and the $1.6 billion funding of the 
330MW Sarulla geothermal project in Indonesia. 
“Other” financing methods accounted for only 
$469 million in 2014, declining around 19%.  

The increased slice of the financing cake accounted 
for by project finance in 2014 reflected, in part, 
fierce competition among banks to lend to 
established-technology renewable energy projects 
in countries perceived as low-risk, such as the US, 
Canada, Germany, France and the UK. In the largest 
deals, there was often a multiplicity of lenders 
involved. For instance, in the case 
of Gemini, there was EUR 2 billion 
of debt provided by 12 commercial 
banks, including ABN Amro, CIBC 
and Bank Nederlandse Gemeenten, 
plus the European Investment 
Bank. There was also cover from 
three export credit agencies, EUR 
200 million of subordinated loans 
provided by developer Northland 
Power and Danish pension fund 
PKA, and EUR 400 million of equity 
from Northland, Siemens Financial 
Services, Van Oord Dredging and 
utility company HVC.

There were other signs of improved 
confidence in the banking market, 
with Societe Generale, lead lender 

FIGURE 34. ASSET FINANCING NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY REGION, 2004-2014, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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Chinese asset finance was dominated by wind, 
followed by solar, with much smaller figures for 
small hydro, biomass and waste-to-energy and 
biofuels.

Among the large projects financed in 2014 
were, in offshore wind, the Longyuan Rudong 
Offshore Intertidal demonstrator, at an estimated 
$990 million for 200MW; in onshore wind, the 
Huadian Qinguang Huanxian Maojing project, 
at an estimated $560 million for 400MW; and, 
in photovoltaics, the Singyes Solar Minqin 
Hongshagang PV plant phase one, at $488 million 
for 300MW.

The second most important region for clean 
energy asset finance last year was Europe, 
accounting for $36.2 billion, up 15% on 2013 but 
significantly below the annual figures attained 
during the 2007-12 period. The European figure 
for last year would have been only about half  
as large were it not for large offshore wind 
deals, and that highlights the weakness of  
new-build asset finance in other technologies, 
such as onshore wind and PV. There were  
hotspots for both of these – for instance, onshore 

wind was strong in Germany and PV relatively 
robust in both the UK and France. However, 
there were also several European countries  
where activity was depressed by investor 
concern at retroactive cuts in support for 
existing projects (for instance, PV in Italy and 
both main technologies in Spain, Bulgaria 
and Romania), or by wider geopolitical issues  
(notably Ukraine).

The US saw asset finance of $15.5 billion in 2014, 
down 25% on the previous year and the weakest 
annual figure since 2009. The prime reason was 
that the Production Tax Credit, the main incentive 
for wind farm development in the US, expired at 
the end of 2013 and, although it was eventually 
extended to the end of 2014, this extension was 
only passed by Congress in the dying days of last 
year so it was too late to bring about a spurt of 
new financings before the end of December. It 
could, however, be enough to encourage extra 
activity in 2015 and early 2016.

Among other regions shown in Figure 34, the 
Americas excluding the US and Brazil was the 
fourth biggest region, accounting for $13 billion 
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of asset finance in 2014, some 16% higher than in 
the previous year. The dominant contributor was 
Canada, with asset finance of $6.4 billion, up 20% 
on the previous year thanks to the financing of 
some large projects such as the 189MW Armow 
wind farm, at an estimated cost of $574 million, 
and the 140MW Kingston PV project, at $525 
million. Both projects are in Ontario. Mexico and 
Chile also showed year-on-year increases, taking 
them to $2 billion and $1.5 billion respectively, up 
10% and 17%.

Asia-Oceania excluding China and India recorded 
asset finance of $11.6 billion, down 23% on 2013. 
The key contributor in this region is Japan, which 
saw its total drop 30% to $6.2 billion, as spending 
on renewables swung further towards small-
scale solar and away from utility-scale projects. 
However the sharpest decline in percentage 
terms took place in Australia, where asset finance 
plunged 87% to $262 million in the face of the 
Canberra government’s shift away from support 
for renewables.

The Middle East and Africa region was a strong 
feature in utility-scale asset finance, its total  
rising 23% to $9.4 billion. Among the star 
performances were Kenya, up 235% at $1.3 
billion thanks in large part to the Lake Turkana 
wind project financing; Israel, up 69% at $924 
million, due almost entirely to the Ashalim solar 
thermal plant (see below); and 
South Africa, up 4% at $5.5 billion, 
helped by three solar thermal 
power stations plus onshore wind 
undertakings such as the De Aar 
project phase two, at an estimated 
$300 million for 144MW, and PV 
initiatives such as the Total Prieska 
project, at $176 million for 86MW.

The other two major markets, 
India and Brazil, also showed 
increases in asset finance activity. 
The India total was $6.3 billion,  
up 5%, but the big mover was 
Brazil, with a 76% jump to $5.8 
billion as some of the wind  
projects that won auctions in 2014 
and in earlier years reached the 
financing stage.

A breakdown of 2014’s global activity into the 
various different technology groups – as shown 
in Figure 35 – reveals that both wind and solar 
enjoyed increases in asset finance commitments. 
Wind was up 10% to $92.4 billion, the second 
highest annual figure ever, and solar was up 15% 
to $62.8 billion, also the second highest ever. 

The leader board for wind financings last year 
was dominated by European offshore deals. 
These made up the top seven projects, all worth at 
least $1.2 billion in investment, with one off the 
Netherlands, three in German waters and three in 
UK waters. In capacity terms, the seven (Gemini, 
Dudgeon, West of Duddon, Wikinger, Borkum 
Riffgrund, Sandbank and Burbo Bank Extension) 
amounted to 2.5GW.

FIGURE 35. ASSET FINANCING NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY SECTOR, 2004-2014, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP 
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In all, offshore wind financings worldwide totalled 
$18.6 billion, two and a half times the 2013 figure 
of $7.5 billion and easily beating the previous 
record of $12.8 billion in 2010. 

Onshore wind saw much more geographic variety, 
with the biggest transactions including Lake 
Turkana in Kenya, at $859 million for 310.5MW, 
the K2 wind farm in Ontario, Canada, at an 
estimated $727.5 million for 270MW, the Cemex 
Ventika portfolio in Mexico, at $647 million for 
252MW, and a stream of Chinese projects of up to 
400MW each. Overall onshore wind  
financings amounted to $73.8 
billion in 2014, down 5% on 2013 
and further below the all-time 
high of $82.2 billion set in 2010.

The dominant variety of solar 
power remained photovoltaic. In 
2014, asset finance of PV projects 
climbed 13% to $59 billion, the 
more impressive for the huge falls 
in system prices since 2011, and 
particularly since the time of the 
Spanish solar boom in 2008. 

Last year, there were no fewer 
than 21 individual PV projects 
financed for $300 million or more, 
in countries as widely spread as 
Japan, China, the US, Canada 

and France. The two largest were the Setouchi 
Mega site in Japan, at an estimated $1 billion for 
250MW, and the Huanghe Hydropower Gonghe 
Longyangxia PV plant in China, at an estimated 
$848 million for 530MW. 

Solar thermal electricity generation, also known 
as CSP, saw asset finance rise to $3.7 billion in 
2014, some 68% higher than in 2013. However, 
this figure was far below the peak of $16.7 
billion realised in 2011, when several large US 
and Spanish solar thermal projects reached 

FIGURE 36. ASSET FINANCE OF WIND AND SOLAR PROJECTS 
WORLDWIDE, BY SUB-SECTOR, 2004-2014, $BN

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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the investment decision stage. The 2014 crop  
included the Xina Solar One project in South 
Africa, costing $1 billion for 100MW, and the 
Ashalim I Sun Negev undertaking in Israel, $820 
million for 121MW.

Other sectors outside wind and solar had mixed 
fortunes. Asset finance of biomass and waste-
to-power projects was down 10% at $7.4 billion, 
small hydro down 27% at $3.8 billion, biofuels 
down 11% at $1.7 billion, the lowest figure for at 
least 10 years, but geothermal up nearly sevenfold 
at $2.4 billion.

In these sectors, the significant transactions of 
2014 included the Sarulla geothermal plant in 

Indonesia mentioned above, the Fortum Vartan 
biomass project in Sweden, at $684 million for 
130MW, the Dublin waste-to-energy project in 
Ireland, at $642 million for 60MW, and the Raizen 
Paraguacu & Caarapo bioethanol and power 
plants expansion, at $204 million. 

Figure 36 shows how asset finance in four key 
technologies (offshore wind, onshore wind, 
PV and solar thermal) has evolved over the last 
decade. There are some striking changes – the 
spike in solar thermal projects in 2011 in the US 
and Spain, 2014’s record year for offshore wind, 
the consistent strength of onshore wind, and the 
explosion in utility-scale PV.

LARGE HYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECTS

Investment in large hydro-electric projects of 
50MW or more is outside the main scope of this 
report, but is nevertheless an important part of 
the activity in renewable energy. The capacity 
of new large hydro projects reaching the “final 
investment decision” stage is estimated to have 
been 15-20GW worldwide in 2014, down from 20-
25GW in 2013.

Taking the middle of that 2014 range, and an 
average capital cost of $1.75 million per MW, as 
estimated by Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 
would be equivalent to investment of around 
$31 billion last year. That would make capacity 
investment in large hydro about a third of that 
in wind and a fifth of that in solar. Large hydro 
would, however, be much larger in investment 
terms than biomass and waste, or geothermal.

The estimates for large hydro investment above 
exclude the active business in refurbishment 
of existing hydro-electric stations, and the 
construction of pumped hydro storage capacity. 
They also exclude small hydro-electric projects of 
less than 50MW, which are already covered in the 
main renewable energy totals in this report.

Hydro-electric equipment manufacturers have 
painted a relatively subdued picture about trends 
in their sector during 2014. Dongfang Electric, one 

of the two main Chinese turbine makers, said that 
it manufactured 3.3GW of generator sets in the 
first nine months of the year, compared to 7GW in 
the whole of 2013, while the other leading player, 
Harbin Electric, said it made 2.8GW in the first half 
of 2014, against 5.7GW in the whole of 2013.

Austrian hydro-electric turbine supplier Andritz 
said that its sales and orders in the hydro-electric 
sector were both down 5% in the first three 
quarters of 2014 compared to the same period of 
2013, while German manufacturer Voith said that 
sales were down 5% but orders up 24%. A third 
major European player, Alstom, does not break 
out its hydro sales and orders from those in the 
rest of its energy business.

Among the significant large hydro project 
milestones of last year were the final 
commissioning of the giant 13.9GW Xiluodu 
Dam in Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, China, 
and the award to Andritz of the contract to 
supply electromechanical equipment for the 
2.1GW Lauca hydropower plant in Angola. 
Other financings included $904 million for the 
ICE Reventazon hydro-electric project in Costa 
Rica, with contributions from the Inter-American 
Development Bank and the World Bank; and 
$747 million for the Nam Ngiep 1 project in Laos, 
backed by seven Asian banks.
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SMALL DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY

n  Small-scale distributed solar is gaining ground in developing nations around the world as an immediate 
and affordable alternative to centralised, grid-based power systems.

n  More than a quarter of all new investment in renewable energy went to small-scale projects last year – 
some $73.5 billion.

n  Japan remained the largest market for small distributed power for the second consecutive year thanks to 
a set of generous PV feed-in tariffs introduced in mid-2012.

n  In the US, the economics of the small distributed solar sector have improved to the point where state 
subsidy programmes are in some places no longer needed. 

n  China’s small distributed market is primed for take-off, but has been slow to fulfil its enormous potential. 
Changes in the subsidy regime should light the touch paper in 2015. 

n  In Europe, investment in the small distributed solar sector continued to contract, with the former top 
markets of Germany and Italy falling by 34% and 71% respectively compared to 2013.

C H A P T E R  6

Small distributed renewable power projects are 
occupying an increasingly large slice of global 
electricity generation as falling costs put the 
technology within reach of more people. In 
2014, small-scale projects accounted for 30% of 
all investment in new clean energy generating 
capacity, and 27% of all new 
money flowing into the sector. 

All told, some $73.5 billion was 
spent buying and installing 
projects of less than 1MW, typically 
rooftop and other small solar PV 
installations. This represented an 
increase of 34% on 2013, yet was 
slightly less than the totals seen 
in 2011 and 2012, as shown in 
Figure 37, due to sharp declines in 
technology costs in the interim. 

These increases prove that small-
scale renewable energy has 
considerable appeal, particularly 
in developed economies as a way 
for households and businesses to 
generate their own power and 

sometimes sell it back to the grid. Small projects 
have not been affected by the recent sharp falls in 
the price of oil and gas because retail power prices 
– which distributed renewable power competes 
against – are resilient to declines in wholesale 
power prices, thanks in part ironically to the 

FIGURE 37. SMALL DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY INVESTMENT, 2004-
2014, $BN

Represents investments in solar PV projects with capacities below 1MW  
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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weight of green levies. With 
stable retail power prices, at 
least in Europe, distributed 
renewable power is likely to 
remain competitive. 

Yet small-scale PV is taking 
off all over the world, with 
many countries only just  
beginning to take advantage  
of this natural resource. In 
2014, for instance, a PV plant 
was installed at the largest 
copper mine in the world, 
the Chuquicamata mine in 
Chile, while panels sprang 
up atop shopping malls in 
the Philippines. Indeed, small-scale distributed 
solar is gaining ground in developing nations 
as an immediate and affordable alternative to 
centralised, grid-based power systems. See Box 
below for further examples.

Investment in small distributed capacity is driven, 
in part, by the price of solar modules, which 
were largely flat in 2014, a change from the 
sharp declines seen in previous years. However, 
the market for balance-of-plant components is 
much less transparent, with the result that quotes 
for similar projects in the same country can vary 
considerably. It is estimated that commercial 
rooftop systems can be built for an 
average of $1.67 per Watt, while 
residential systems are a bit more 
expensive at $2.20/W. 

Naturally, there are considerable 
differences in cost across the 
various markets, as Figure 38 
shows. Japan and the US were the 
most expensive in terms of cost 
to the consumer – yet the pair 
accounted for more than half of 
all investment in small distributed 
solar globally worldwide in 2014 
– while Germany and Australia 
were at the lower end of the scale. 
The more expensive markets are 
likely to get cheaper as scale and 
competition grow, and as initiatives 
aimed at squeezing some of the 

expense out of the value chain bear fruit, such as 
using better printing techniques. 

Before it was wound up at the end of 2014, the 
California Solar Initiative supported residential 
systems priced at slightly more than $4 per 
Watt, but there are cheaper systems available 
elsewhere in the country. For instance, Vivint 
Solar and SolarCity recently reported equipment 
and installation costs of $2.34/W and $2.19/W, 
respectively. The US has comparatively expensive 
system costs partly because many of the major 
installers spend a significant amount on 
marketing, on top of all the other costs. 

FIGURE 38. PUBLIC SYSTEM PRICE BENCHMARKS, 2008 TO Q3 2014 
($/W)

Sources: Sources: METI, California Solar Initiative, Solarchoice.au, BSW-Solar, Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance
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Japan may have higher-than-average residential 
solar costs, but it remained the largest market 
for small distributed power for the second 
consecutive year thanks to a set of generous 
PV feed-in tariffs introduced in mid-2012. As 
Figure 39 shows, investment in the Asian nation 
increased 27% in 2014 to $28.1 billion, more than 
double the $12.9 billion in the US, the next largest 
market. Growth is predicted to continue in 2015 
and 2016 but is likely to decline thereafter as the 
Tokyo government seeks to curtail further growth 
through changes to the subsidy regime. 

Japanese feed-in tariffs will fall in April 2015 and 
then again in July, on the third anniversary of 
the subsidy scheme. In addition, the government 
recently introduced limits on the amount of new 
solar and wind that can be connected to the grid 
in regions served by seven of the 10 vertically 
integrated utilities. Once this limit has been 
reached – widely expected to be in 2016 – projects 
applying for a grid connection will be subject to 
unlimited curtailment without compensation. This 
may also help deter speculators who were driving 
up costs for committed developers by trading in 
approved feed-in-tariff and grid applications. 

The US small distributed solar sector is flourishing. 
Investment grew by 66% to $12.9 billion in 2014,  
considerably more than the $7.6 billion invested 
by China, the next biggest market in terms of 

investment. Recent US growth is 
built on a combination of federal 
subsidies, most notably the 30% 
Investment Tax Credit (ITC), in 
conjunction with state support 
mechanisms, such as Renewable 
Portfolio Standards and the 
California Solar Initiative. Taken 
individually, these measures have 
proven insufficient, until now. 

In some states, most notably 
California, the sector has reached 
a point where it is able to thrive 
on federal subsidies alone. Indeed, 
such is the rate of growth in some 
states that local policymakers are 
considering introducing fees, fixed 
charges or minimum utility bills 
to slow expansion. The residential 

sector will decline if, as scheduled, the ITC steps 
down from 30% to 10% in 2016 – something that 
a majority of the solar industry is campaigning 
against – but it will not stop altogether. 

In recent years, third-party financiers and installers 
have been responsible for the majority of new 
residential solar capacity in the US, reaching a 
high of 68% in California in 2013. Many have 
raised significant sums for their tax equity funds – 
for instance, SolarCity has raised $2.3 billion since 
2008, Sunrun $1.7 billion and Vivint $1.1 billion. 
In 2014, NRG Home Solar raised $270 million for 
its first large third-party tax equity fund, which it 
plans to use for a new $600 million portfolio of 
residential PV systems. 

In 2014, third-party solar developers lost market 
share to host-owned arrays for the first time. 
In response to this trend, most major US solar 
residential developers have hurriedly launched or 
are developing loan products. SolarCity’s MyPower 
is the most ambitious so far: it offers a 30-year 
loan at the comparatively low rate of 4.5% and 
electricity for $0.10-0.11/kWh in California and 
$0.08-0.09/kWh in Colorado, assuming customers 
pass on their ITC payment to SolarCity. 

China’s small distributed market is primed for 
take-off, but has been slow to fulfil its enormous 
potential. The government is trying to shift PV 

FIGURE 39. SMALL DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY INVESTMENT BY 
COUNTRY, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013 $BN

Top 10 countries. Represents investments in solar PV projects with capacities below 1MW

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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deployment away from transmission-grid projects 
towards distribution-grid projects in a bid to 
reduce the need for additional investment in the 
transmission grid. It set a goal of 8GW connected 
to the distributed grid in 2014 – some 10 times the 
801MW of rooftop PV connected in 2013 – but only 
an estimated 2GW was realised. Nevertheless, the 
value of investment in the sub-1MW distributed 
sector accelerated by a remarkable 555% to $7.6 
billion in 2014.

In September 2014, the National Energy 
Administration announced important changes to 
the distributed generation policies that should see 
it ramp up significantly this year: the NEA’s quota 
allocation plan, which was leaked in January, sees 
7GW of new PV capacity added to the distributed 
grid in 2015. Critically, the subsidy regime was 
expanded to include a feed-in tariff option instead 
of a premium payment, and the ability to switch 
between the two during the life of the project. 
This avoids the risk of having to find a long-term 
power purchase agreement with a creditworthy 
off-taker at a good price, and should make the 
sector more attractive to investors. 

In Europe, investment in the small distributed 
solar sector continued to contract, with the main 
markets of Germany and Italy falling by 34% and 
71%, respectively. In the former, the introduction 
in August 2014 of a self-consumption tax for 
systems of more than 10kW knocked market 
confidence. Growth in the sub-10kW sector was 
controlled by further degression of the feed-in-
tariff in 2014, but this market could increase slowly 
this year as PV system costs gradually decline. 

In Italy, the sharp fall in investment came about 
because subsidy support for the solar sector 
reached its EUR 6.7 billion cap in July 2014 and, as 
established in a decree of 2012, was subsequently 
withdrawn. In addition, there were retroactive cuts 
in support. However, the market is not dead. Even 
without subsidies, PV still looks attractive in light 
of Italy’s high commercial and household power 
prices and good irradiation. Self-consumption in 
such an environment is sure to drive demand in 
2015, although it is unlikely to be on the scale 
previously seen.

SMALL-SCALE SOLAR’S GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

Right at the end of 2014, Masdar, the Abu Dhabi-
based renewable energy investor, said that it had 
begun building four PV projects in the Pacific Island 
countries of Kiribati, Fiji, Tuvalu and Vanuatu. The 
four will have capacities of 400kW, 550kW, 350kW 
and 501kW respectively, be financed through the 
$50 million UAE-Pacific Partnership Fund, and be 
completed in the second half of 2015.

In land-locked Central Asia, two ministries in 
Uzbekistan agreed to the construction of a pilot 
solar plant with a capacity of 130kW, using 
Korean technology, while in Kenya, Solarcentury 
of the UK said it would build East Africa’s largest 
rooftop PV plant, of 858kW, on a parking lot in 
the Garden City Mall, Nairobi.

In the Philippines, St Scholastica’s College in Manila 
said it would save PHP 4 million ($100,000) a year 
by installing a 96kW PV system on its rooftops, 
and the Israeli parliament said it was seeking bids 

for the installation of at least 300kW of capacity 
on the roof of its Knesset building.

Back in January 2014, Kyocera Corporation of 
Japan said it would fit a football stadium in The 
Hague, the Netherlands, with a 725kW PV plant. 
Later in the year, electricity started flowing from 
National Life Group’s 500kW installation on four 
acres south of its Montpelier headquarters in 
Vermont, US. 

In the UK, a seafood processing company, Five 
Star Fish, installed 250kW of panels on its factory 
roof in Grimsby, while in India, a multi-specialty 
hospital in Aurangabad installed a 100kW PV 
system, as the first step towards an array of 
300kW. In Japan in December, local company 
Tomatolandiwaki inaugurated a 1MW plant in 
Fukushima Prefecture, consisting of 412.5kW of 
solar tracking capacity and 558kW of stationary 
PV systems.
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n  Public market investment in renewable energy companies and funds leapt 42% to $15.1 billion in 
2014. In its second year of strong recovery, public market investment was almost four times greater 
than in 2012.

n  Funds raised by initial public offerings, or IPOs, fell by 20% to $3.1 billion, but secondary issues and 
private investment in public equity, known as PIPE, rose by two thirds to a record $6.2 billion, and 
convertible bond issues more than doubled to $5.8 billion, also a record.

n  Investment via public markets in “yieldcos” continued apace, with investors seeing this model 
as providing steady dividend income at relatively low-risk, at a time of record-low interest rates. 
Developers, meanwhile, saw yieldcos as useful vehicles for recycling their capital.  

n  Solar investment soared 73% to an all time high of $8.3 billion, while wind jumped $120% to $5.4 
billion, although this was just half the investment that sector attracted at its peak in 2007. Small hydro 
and marine grew their public market equity raising from a tiny base; biofuels and biomass fell back; 
and geothermal collapsed to zero after a major privatisation the previous year. 

n  The WilderHill New Energy Global Innovation Index, or NEX, which tracked 106 clean energy companies 
in 2014, fell 3% over the course of the year, weighed down by investor reaction to falling oil prices and 
policy uncertainties facing the wind and solar sectors. 

C H A P T E R  7

PUBLIC MARKET INVESTMENT

Public investment in renewable 
power and fuel companies 
recovered strongly for the second 
year running in 2014, as shown 
in Figure 40, rising 42% to $15.1 
billion in spite of a disappointing 
performance by clean energy stock 
indices. The WilderHill New Energy 
Global Innovation Index, or NEX, 
started the year well, rising almost 
20% by mid-March, but then lost 
impetus and finished the year more 
than 3% lower than it started. This 
was in contrast to the S&P 500 index 
and the technology-heavy Nasdaq, 
which gained 11% and 13% 
respectively, as shown in Figures 41 
and 42.

The NEX began to slide in late summer, shortly 
after the oil price started its six-month collapse, 
Brent crude falling from $112 per barrel at the end 

of June to less than $62 by the end of the year. 
Clean energy valuations fell across the board, with 
the NYSE Bloomberg indices for the wind, solar 

FIGURE 40. PUBLIC MARKET NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY STAGE, 2004-2014, $BN

PIPE = private investment in public equity, OTC = over-the-counter

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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and energy smart technology (EST) sectors moving 
almost in lock step, as shown in Figure 43. In reality, 
investors may have over-estimated the impact of 
the falling oil price on renewable energy. In most 
parts of the world, oil does not compete directly 
with wind or solar: oil-fired electricity generation 
has been all but eliminated except in major oil 
producing countries such as Saudi Arabia and a 
few developing economies such as Cuba. Lower oil 
prices – should they persist – could slow the progress 
of biofuels and electric vehicles, but the fact that 
share prices suffered equally across all clean energy 
sectors suggests the declines were driven largely by 
sentiment. The reality is that renewables continued 
to grow strongly in major markets as a result of 

dramatic improvements in cost competitiveness, 
even as subsidies became less generous, and in spite 
of low gas prices in the US. The record amounts 
of PV and wind capacity installed in 2014, at a 
combined 95GW or so, was substantially more than  
the entire generating capacity of the UK or South 
Korea, and almost double that of Saudi Arabia.

If the weakness of the clean energy public market 
indices seems out of step with the strength of 
public investment in clean energy during 2014, 
their performance may well have affected the 
nature and timing of some of that investment. 
IPO issuance fell by $800 million to $3.1 billion in 
2014, for example, scarcely a quarter of its 2007 

peak, as shown in Figure 40. Most 
of the year’s IPO activity – 12 of the 
17 flotations, including all of the 
largest – happened before the end 
of July, while the market was still 
comfortably above its January 2014 
starting position, and then subsided 
as valuations sank. 

The flow of IPOs might have been 
weaker still had it not been for the 
growing popularity of yieldcos. With 
the US species of yieldco, developers 
typically hive off a portfolio of 
renewable generating assets into 
a subsidiary company, which is 
then floated on a stock exchange. 

FIGURE 41. NEX VS SELECTED INDICES

Index values as of 22 January 2015; Nasdaq and S&P 500 rebased to 100 on 1 January 2003

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Yieldcos distribute the great majority of their free 
cash flows to investors in the form of dividends – 
highly prized in today’s low yield environment – 
while for the developer they provide a cheap way 
to raise capital to plough into new projects. The 
three largest renewable energy IPOs in 2014 were 
of yieldcos launched on Nasdaq. The largest was 
Abengoa Yield, which owns a diverse portfolio of 
renewable generation and transmission assets in 
the Americas and Spain, and which raised almost 
$830 million from the sale of 49% of its equity, the 
rest remaining in the hands of Abengoa, its solar- 
and biofuels-focussed Spanish parent company. 
SunEdison, the California-based solar manufacturer 
and installer, floated off TerraForm Power, which 
raised $877 million. And NextEra Energy, America’s 
largest wind turbine operator, raised $467 million 
with the launch of yieldco NextEra Energy Partners. 

Aside from yieldcos, and their UK 
equivalents, the quoted project 
funds, there were only three 
“straight” IPOs greater than 
$100 million in 2014, all of which 
managed to get away in the 
autumn despite the weakening 
market. Vivint Solar, America’s 
second largest residential solar 
installer, which had installed over 
790MW on customers’ rooftops  
the previous year, raised $330  
million on the New York Stock 
Exchange in September. The 
following month, Scatec Solar, 
a Norwegian developer of 
international solar parks as far 
afield as Utah, Rwanda, Jordan and 
Honduras, raised $123 million on 
the Oslo exchange, although this 
fell short of its target by more than 
a third. In November, the Korean 
tower manufacturer CS Wind 
Corporation raised $232 million on 
its domestic stock exchange.

The other striking trend of 2014 
was the continued strength of 
convertible bonds – which give 
investors the right to convert the 
bonds into equity. Renewable 
energy companies raised a record 
$5.8 billion via convertibles, up 

115% on 2013. Companies like convertibles 
because they typically pay a lower coupon than 
normal bonds, and should investors convert, the 
debt disappears – although the company’s equity 
is diluted. For investors, the debt can be a cheap 
way of buying into a company whose shares they 
expect to rise. 

Of the six largest convertible issues, four were 
by American solar companies: SunEdison, the 
best performing solar company last year, raised 
$600 million; SolarCity, the California-based solar 
finance and services company, raised $566 million; 
SunPower Corporation, a solar manufacturer and 
installer, raised $400 million; and in a convergence 
of the year’s two big investment themes, NRG Yield 
raised $345 million in a convertible issue. The other 
two issues were by wind companies: Acciona of 

FIGURE 42. NEX VS SELECTED INDICES

Index values as of 22 January 2015; Indices rebased to 100 on 1 January 2012

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

FIGURE 43. NYSE BLOOMBERG WIND, SOLAR AND EST INDICES

Index values as of 22 January 2015; Indices rebased to 1000 on 1 July 2012

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Spain, which raised $468 million; and Suzlon Energy, 
the Indian turbine manufacturer, which raised $547 
in a major debt restructuring, after defaulting on 
$209 million of convertible debt in 2012. 

The biggest single convertible issue in clean energy 
raised $2 billion for electric car maker Tesla, to part 
fund the battery “gigafactory” it is building in 
Nevada with its partner Panasonic, which it hopes 
will produce 50GW of lithium-ion battery packs per 
year by 2020. This was the largest convertible bond 
ever issued according to Bank of America Merrill 

Lynch, but since this report covers only renewable 
energy and not energy-smart technologies, the 
deal is excluded from our figures. The sharp rise 
in convertible issues in renewable energy came in 
spite of a fall in global convertible issuance across 
all sectors, from $93 billion in 2013 to $89 billion in 
2014, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 

Secondary issues generated even more volume 
than convertibles, reflecting the improvement 
in underlying trading conditions and improved 
margins for many  already-quoted companies in 
sectors such as wind and solar. 

Vestas, the world’s largest turbine 
manufacturer, for example, raised $603 million  
in a secondary share placement in Copenhagen, 
after reporting its first quarterly profit in 
over two years. The issue, which expanded 
the company’s equity by almost 10%, marked 
the culmination of a major restructuring 
programme in response to a crisis that saw the  
company’s shares collapse by 96% between 2008 
and 2012. Gamesa, the Spanish turbine maker, 
raised $304 million in Madrid to fund expansion 
into emerging markets and its offshore wind 
joint venture with Areva. Greencoat UK Wind, a 
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British quoted project fund, raised a further $200 
million in a secondary issue in London following its 
successful flotation in 2013. Huaneng Renewables 
Corporation, a Chinese wind and solar project 
developer, raised $225 million in Hong Kong. 

Total public market investment in wind jumped 
120% in 2014 to $5.4 billion, although this 
was just half its peak level in 2007, as shown in  
Figures 44 and 45. Total public market investment 
in solar rose 73% to a record $8.3 billion,  
despite concerns over prospects for Chinese PV 
manufacturers. 

Shares in Chinese solar 
manufacturers such as Yingli, 
Hanwha SolarOne, Renesola and 
Trina fell in 2014 not only because 
of caution about the possible 
impact of the oil price collapse on 
renewables, but also because the 
US International Trade Commission 
extended anti-dumping tariffs, 
and closed some loopholes these 
companies had been using to 
sell into the US. There were also  
worries during the year about 
how large the Chinese solar 
market would prove to be in  
2014, since official estimates 
fluctuated between 10GW and 
14GW; Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance analysts now estimate 
that 13GW was built in 2014, but 
that only 10GW may have been 
connected to the grid. 

Nevertheless the combination of 
yieldcos, convertibles, IPOs and 
secondary issues combined to push 
solar investment to a new peak. 
Secondary issues included many by 
Chinese manufacturers, including 
Hareon Solar Technology ($620 
million), Shanghai Chaori Solar 
($239 million), Trina Solar ($111 
million) and Yingli Green Energy 
($88 million). 

Other sizeable secondary issues 
included two from other British 
investment funds: Bluefield Solar 

Income Fund raised $192 million, and NextEnergy 
Solar Fund raised $149 million in November, following 
a $144 million IPO in April. These, and Greencoat, 
are three of six UK listed funds with attractions 
similar to those of US yieldcos that have raised  
a total of $2.7 billion in the last two years. The 
UK funds buy renewable generating assets from  
developers, and offer investors low-risk yields 
of around 6% based on those projects’ subsidy-
supported earnings. 

Public market investment in biofuels fell by over a 
third as the sector remained subdued in the face 

FIGURE 45. PUBLIC MARKET NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY SECTOR, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP

FIGURE 44. PUBLIC MARKET NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY SECTOR, 2004-2014, $BN

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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of a number of uncertainties. In the US, the price 
of ethanol languished as production capacity 
outstripped the volumes required to be blended 
with petrol under the country’s RFS2 regulation, and 
the Environmental Protection Agency announced 
that it would not decide the final volumes required 
for 2014 until 2015. At the same time, several 
second-generation cellulosic ethanol plants started 
production, including those owned by Abengoa 
and Poet-DSM, and the market seemed inclined to 
wait and see how they fare. The mood was further 
depressed by the insolvency in November of KiOR, a 

former darling of the sector, whose cellulosic plant 
opened in 2012 but had produced fuel that could 
only be sold at a loss. 

Public investment in both marine and small hydro 
grew strongly, but from tiny bases in 2013. Notable 
deals in small hydro included Brookfield Renewable 
Energy Partners, which runs hydro-electric plants 
across North America, raising $298 million on the 
Toronto exchange, and Kleinkraftwerk Birkseck, 
a Swiss developer, raising $62 million in Bern. In 
marine, Atlantis Resources, a Singapore registered 

tidal turbine maker and project 
developer, raised $20 million via 
an IPO on London’s Alternative 
Investment Market, and US 
wave energy firm Ocean Power 
Technologies raised $12 million in a 
secondary issue on Nasdaq.

Investment in geothermal slumped 
from $1.5 billion in 2013 to almost 
nothing in 2014, as there was no 
major IPO or secondary issue to 
rival the $1.4 billion privatisation of 
Mighty River Power, New Zealand’s 
geothermal and hydro electricity 
generator, the previous year. 

Analysing activity by stock 
exchange location and issuing 
company nationality, as shown in 
Figures 46 and 47, provides a fresh 
perspective. Nasdaq was the clear 
winner in 2014, attracting public 
market issues worth $4 billion, 
up 228%, overtaking both the 
London Stock Exchange and the 
New York Stock Exchange. NYSE 
grew by more than a quarter to 
$3.3 billion, while London halved to 
$876 million. The Bovespa exchange  
in Sao Paulo saw the biggest rise, up 
almost ninefold to $1.6 billion, but 
this was due almost entirely to a 
single rights issue by Renova Energia, 
a Brazilian wind and small hydro 
generator. The breakdown by stock 
exchange was broadly mirrored  
by the nationality of the issuing 
companies, shown in Figure 47.

FIGURE 46. PUBLIC MARKET NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY EXCHANGE, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Top 10 exchanges

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

FIGURE 47. PUBLIC MARKET NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY BY COMPANY NATIONALITY, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 
2013, $BN

Top 10 countries

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE 
EQUITY INVESTMENT
n  Venture capital and private equity in renewable energy increased by more than one quarter to $2.8 

billion in 2014, but remained at less than a third of the peak reached in 2008.

n  Investors continued to shun early-stage opportunities and were only marginally more interested in 
financing later-stage ventures.

n  Private equity expansion capital grew 20% thanks to a number of substantial deals involving US 
residential solar firms.

n  A number of next-generation biofuel manufacturers attracted investment, as the first wave of these 
technologies approaches commercialisation. 

n  The US remained the global centre for venture capital investment in renewables, while there was a 
marked decline in the volume of equity raising in Europe. 

C H A P T E R  8

Venture capital and private equity investment in 
renewable energy companies totalled $2.8 billion 
in 2014, up 27% on the previous year’s $2.2 billion, 
which was the lowest since 2005 (as Figure 48 shows).  
Last year’s figure represented only about 50% of the 
average invested each year between 2006 and 2012, 
and was 72% below the all-time  
high of $10 billion seen in 2008. 

VC/PE investors have been slow 
to return to the renewable 
energy sector despite improved 
conditions, including the 2012-14 
rebound in sector share prices, the 
record amount of wind and solar 
generating capacity installed last 
year. and the growing realisation 
among both policy-makers and 
power companies that the global 
energy markets will have to 
embrace ever larger volumes of 
sustainable, clean power capacity. 

The lacklustre volume of money 
going into renewable energy VC/
PE also contrasted with the recent 
flood of venture finance into other 
sectors. The US saw a total of $48 
billion of VC investment in 2014,  

the highest level for more than a decade, according 
to the National Venture Capital Association. 
Globally, the aggregate value of venture finance 
rose 58% to $87 billion last year, with five of the 
top 10 deals taking place in either China or India, 
research firm Preqin reported. 

FIGURE 48. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
STAGE, 2004-2014, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment. Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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A breakdown of 2014 deals in renewable energy, 
by type, as shown in Figure 49, reveals that  
seed and early-stage venture capital investment 
– Series A and B rounds – continued to shrink in  
2014 compared with the already very low levels 
seen in 2013. Series C venture funding also fell, but 
later-stage deals – Series D and pre-IPO rounds –  

grew by a remarkable 256% to $647 million. Private 
equity expansion capital investment grew 20% to 
$1.7 billion.

The decline in early-stage VC reflected a trend of 
green-themed fund managers moving away from 
mature and fiercely competitive sectors such as 

solar and wind. Instead, they have 
been gravitating towards new and 
evolving technologies that do not 
require enormous sums to develop 
or have capital-light business 
models, while avoiding exposure 
to areas with policy and subsidy 
risk. This has helped to fuel strong 
interest in areas such as energy-
efficient lighting and home energy 
management.

Furthermore, many fund managers 
have struggled to realise significant 
returns for their limited partners in 
recent years, and this has reduced 
the volume of capital available 
for reinvestment in the renewable 
energy sector. And where they 
have achieved a successful exit, it 
has generally taken much longer 
than in other sectors, which helps 

FIGURE 49. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
STAGE, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment. Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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to explain why there was an 
increase in later-stage and pre-IPO 
venture investments in 2014. In 
addition, appetite of early-stage 
investors sustained lasting damage 
as a result of the 78% fall in clean 
energy share prices in 2007-12 and 
by the failure of many VC-backed 
companies in sectors such as solar 
and marine power. 

While VC investors remained 
lukewarm on the renewable 
power sector, private equity firms  
showed greater enthusiasm: the 
volume of PE expansion capital 
committed in 2014 climbed by 
20% to $1.7 billion. Private equity 
buy-outs, meanwhile, increased 
by a remarkable 335% to $2.5 
billion, thanks to deals such as 
KKR’s acquisition of a 33% stake 
in Acciona Energia Internacional, a 
Spanish clean energy developer, for 
$540 million. However, as buy-outs 
are not considered new investment, 
they are included in acquisition 
activity (covered in Chapter 10),  
not in VC/PE investment, covered in 
this chapter.

The growth in private equity 
expansion capital in 2014 reflected, 
in large part, interest in US  
consumer-facing residential solar  
businesses, as pioneered by 
SolarCity, that offer homeowners 
solar power through leases or 
power-purchase agreements. They  
generate steady, predictable income 
for investors – usually guaranteed 
by decades-long contracts – and 
have proven that they can be scaled 
up, and are cost-competitive in 
several states even without federal 
tax credits.

Sungevity scooped $70 million in private equity 
funding in April 2014, Sunrun got $150 million 
in a further VC round also in the second quarter, 
while Sunnova Energy closed $250 million in 

private equity funding in November, bringing 
the total amount that company raised last year 
to almost half a billion dollars. This wave of deals 
helped to make solar the stand-out sector of the 
year, as Figures 50 and 51 clearly illustrate. In all, 
$1.6 billion was funnelled into the solar sector, an 
increase of 225% on 2013.

FIGURE 50. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
SECTOR, 2004-2014, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment.  Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP

FIGURE 51. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
SECTOR, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment.  Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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A version of the business 
model that is helping 
Americans beat high 
electricity bills is starting 
to take off in Africa with 
companies offering power 
to people with no access to 
the grid or any affordable 
means of generating 
electricity. In the fourth 
quarter, Tanzania-based 
Off Grid Electric raised $16 
million from SolarCity and 
VC investor Zouk Capital, 
having secured $7 million 
earlier in the year. In 
October 2014, SolarNow, 
a Uganda-based solar 
asset finance company, 
closed a $2 million equity 
round from Novastar 
Ventures and Acumen. 
The company provides a 
range of modular 50W 
to 500W solar home 
systems and direct-current 
appliances through a 
franchise model. 

Others active in Africa 
include D.light, which sells 
solar lanterns in Kenya 
and India, and M-KOPA, 
a vendor of rent-to-own 
solar home systems, also in Kenya. A challenge 
for investors is that firms such as these tend  
not to look for capital of more than $10 million. 
This makes due diligence and support an expensive 
business relative to the dollars invested. Another 
concern for funds is that the intellectual property 
may be difficult to defend if other firms selling 
cheaper products piggyback on the success of  
top brands.

There was little evidence of new solar technology 
receiving VC/PE backing in 2014, save for a 
German manufacturer of organic solar panels, 
Heliatek, which secured $23 million in a Series C 
funding round. It uses semiconducting carbon-
based molecules instead of silicon to make cells, 
and has raised $52 million since it was founded 

in 2006. It is supplying prototypes to building and 
construction material companies and automotive 
manufacturers.

After solar, the next biggest sector in terms of 
funding was biofuel. Many of the deals were 
concerned with the development of next-
generation technologies, such as the microbes 
being developed by LanzaTech that eat waste 
gases from industries including steelmaking  
and oil refining and turn them into fuels and 
chemicals. That company secured $60 million in 
financing from The New Zealand Superannuation 
Fund in December 2014, thereby completing its 
$113 million Series D funding round. It plans 
to deploy the technology at a commercial-scale  
plant in 2016. 
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Another company to get funding in 2014 was 
Fulcrum BioEnergy, a developer of jet biofuel. 
Cathay Pacific Airways made a strategic investment 
in Fulcrum in August as part of a $30.2 million 
VC funding round, and entered into a supply 
agreement for 375 million gallons of sustainable 
aviation fuel over 10 years. The following month, 
the company was awarded a $105 million loan 

guarantee by the US Agriculture 
Department that will cover just 
under half the cost of a $266 million 
plant in Nevada. This was the first 
USDA loan guarantee awarded to a 
jet biofuel facility.

Some airlines, in an attempt to 
secure jet fuel, have moved down 
the supply chain to become equity 
investors or even jet biofuel plant 
stakeholders, hoping to stimulate 
significant commercial volumes. 
British Airways led the way in 
2010 when it committed to an 
equity stake in Solena’s plant in 
London and signed an 11-year 
off-take agreement for 74 million 
gallons. United Airlines followed 
in 2013, partnering with AltAir to 
commercialise a 30 million-gallon 
facility in California and agreeing 
to buy 15 million gallons over a 
three-year period.

Venture and private equity 
investment in the wind sector fell 
70% in 2014 to $324 million. Being 
a mature technology with high 
upfront costs, the wind sector is 
not natural territory for venture 
capitalists hunting for the next 
breakthrough technology. Instead, 
investments tend to be larger and 
by private equity firms buying up 
stakes in wind project developers. 
For instance, BluEarth Renewables, 
a Canada-based wind developer, 
raised $71.4m in a private equity 
funding round in November. 

Investors are also betting on the 
biomass sector, but only in 2014 to 

the tune of $156 million, an 8% drop from 2013 
levels. In particular, they are looking at companies 
focused on cultivation of feedstock. In December 
2014, for instance, US-based Genera Energy received 
a $4 million investment from WindSail Capital 
Group to help it produce biomass made from crops,  
including switch grass. It supplies the biofuel, 
biopower and bio-based products industries. 

FIGURE 53. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
REGION, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment.  Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP

FIGURE 52. VC/PE NEW INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY BY 
REGION, 2004-2014, $BN

Buy-outs are not included as new investment.  Total values include estimates for 
undisclosed deals

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP
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A similar company, California-based NexSteppe, 
received $22 million in September to develop 
crops that can be used in biomass boilers and 
anaerobic digesters to produce energy, or refined 
into components for chemicals and plastics. Total 
Energy Ventures and ELFH Holding joined existing 
investors, including Braemar Energy Ventures and 
DuPont Ventures in the Series C funding round. 
Braemar led a $14 million funding round for 
NexSteppe in 2011.

The distribution of VC/PE funding around the 
globe is gradually changing. While the US remains 
the cultural home of the venture investor – it 
accounted for 60% of the global total in 2014, a 
93% increase on the year before – there has been 
marked a decline in Europe since 2011, as shown 
in Figures 52 and 53. The volume of European VC/
PE money flowing into the renewables sector in 
2014 fell to $297 million, its lowest level in more 
than a decade, as investors preferred to search for 
potential winners in other areas of clean energy 
such as power storage and electric vehicles.

Venture capital and private equity investing in 
Asia (outside China and India) grew from almost 

nothing in 2013 to $201 million last year, thanks 
mainly to Lanzatech’s $113 million Series D funding 
round and a $50 million private equity investment 
by Goldman Sachs in Sunseap Leasing, a Singapore-
based solar leasing company. Aside from these two 
deals there was little activity outside China and 
India, where most of the deals were private equity 
buy-outs. 

In the Middle East and Africa, the largest deal 
by a distance was a $125 million private equity 
investment in project developer Greenko Mauritius 
by EIG Global Energy Partners. In addition, there 
were a couple of VC investments in off-grid solar 
companies in Tanzania and Uganda (as discussed 
above), and a few small deals in Israel, including $5 
million in Series A funding for Tel Aviv-based wave 
power technology developer Eco Wave Power. 
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n  Research and development spending on renewable energy technologies was resilient in 2014,  
rising just 2% to $11.7 billion, with government R&D steady at $5.1 billion and corporate R&D  
at $6.6 billion.

n  Total R&D spending last year was almost a quarter higher than it was two years ago, and spending by 
companies is now around 30% greater than that of governments, rather than broadly equal as they 
were in the post-crisis 2008-12 period.

n  Corporate R&D was highest in Europe, at $2.9 billion, unchanged between 2013 and 2014, while 
government R&D was greatest in China, up 7% at $1.7 billion.

n  Solar R&D rose 2% to $6.1 billion, a bigger total than all other sectors combined. Wind slipped by 2% 
to $2.1 billion, just ahead of biofuels, up 1% at $2 billion.

n  Among the areas of focus for solar R&D last year were reducing the raw materials consumed in 
PV manufacturing, and moving to thinner wafers for solar, and larger and stronger blades for wind 
turbines.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

C H A P T E R  9

On the face of it, research and development 
spending in 2014 on renewable energy was little 
changed from the previous year, rising just 2% 
to $11.7 billion worldwide, with government 
spending up 3% to $5.1 billion and corporate 
investment 1% higher at $6.6 billion, as shown 

in Figure 54. But in fact the figure for corporate 
R&D for 2013 has been revised upwards by some 
$2 billion as a result of data reported by companies 
after the publication of our 2014 edition. Total R&D 
investment in 2014 was almost 25% higher than in 
2012, and investment by companies outstripped 

that of governments by about $1.5 
billion, or 30%. 

The upward revision for 2013 was 
largely due to increased spending 
on solar, which gained more than 
$1 billion, and wind and biofuels, 
which together added around $600 
million. Almost half the additional 
investment happened in Europe, 
which gained roughly $900 million, 
and the ASOC region was revised 
up by around $500 million. 

On the basis of the revised figures, 
R&D spending on solar rose 2% to 
$6.1 billion in 2014, which was more 
than all other sectors combined for 
the fourth year running, as shown 

FIGURE 54. R&D INVESTMENT IN RENEWABLE ENERGY, 2004-2014, 
$BN

Source: Bloomberg, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, IEA, IMF, various government agencies
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in Figure 55. Wind slipped 2% to $2.1 billion, as a 
5% fall in corporate spending outweighed a 4% 
rise in government funding, while biofuels inched 
up by 1% to $2 billion. R&D spending on biomass 
rose 19%, driven by a 31% increase in corporate 
investment, while spending on marine technologies 
rose 17% from a low base, also because of a big 
increase in company spending.

Europe remains the biggest investor in renewable 
energy R&D by far, spending $4.3 billion in  
2014, or 36% of the total, and almost equal to 
the combined outlay of the US and China, as 
shown in Figure 56. Indeed, spending by European 
companies alone exceeded combined corporate 
and government spending in any other single 
region last year. By contrast, China’s government 

now invests more than any other, 
committing $1.7 billion in 2014, 
compared to $1.4 billion in Europe 
and $788 million in the US.

Almost two thirds of China’s 
government R&D, or some $1.1 
billion, went into solar in 2014, to 
which Chinese companies added 
another $485 million, making 
a quarter of the global total. 
However, this large proportion 
looks almost modest compared 
to the country’s overwhelming 
dominance of PV manufacturing; 
around 70% of the PV capacity 
installed worldwide in 2014 was 
made in China. The focus today is 
the relentless pursuit of lower costs 
through lower material use and 
higher cell efficiencies. The price Source: Bloomberg, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, IEA, IMF, various government agencies

FIGURE 55. CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT R&D RENEWABLE ENERGY 
INVESTMENT BY TECHNOLOGY, 2013, AND GROWTH ON 2012, $BN
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of solar panels has fallen 75% since 2009, but 
according to projections by analysts at Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance, advances through R&D and 
incremental process improvements could reduce 
Chinese module costs by another 30% by the end 
of the decade. 1

While work continues on thin-film PV and 
potentially disruptive technologies such as triple-
junction cells, most effort is going into improving 
the cost and efficiency of the industry’s workhorse, 
the crystalline silicon cell. One powerful approach 
is simply to reduce the amount of raw materials 
consumed, either per square metre of panel 
surface or, through improved efficiency, per Watt 
of nameplate capacity. 

The wafers that make up a solar cell are typically at 
least 180 microns (0.18 millimetres) thick. One way 
to reduce thickness is to use a diamond wire saw, 
such as the product supplied by Swiss company 
Meyer Burger, but historically these have been 
suitable only for monocrystalline silicon ingots, 
because the irregular structure of multi ingots 
leads to fracturing. Now, however, companies 
such as Longi, a Chinese wafer manufacturer, are 
starting to use diamond wire saws to produce 
multicrystalline wafers of just 110 microns – some 
40% thinner than commercial products today. This 
technique not only makes thinner wafers, but also 
reduces the amount of polysilicon wasted as ‘kerf’ 
or sawdust, and consumes less electricity and water. 

Analysts expect diamond wire saw 
technology to be commercialised 
for multicrystalline wafers within 
the next two or three years. 

Design improvements are of course 
essential, but there is always a 
trade-off between the cost of any 
improvements and the benefits 
gained, and a good example is 
the number of ‘busbars’ on a solar 
cell. The electricity generated by 
a cell is collected via thin lines of 
silver on the surface known as 
‘fingers’, which connect to thicker 
lines known as ‘busbars’, and then 
to external cables. The industry 
originally settled for only two 
busbars per cell because silver is 

expensive, but this increases electrical resistance 
and losses, so two years ago the industry started 
to produce cells with three busbars, and in 2014 
Canadian Solar and Mitsubishi commercialised 
cells with four. This trend has increased the energy 
output of solar cells, and has been made possible 
by printing techniques that allow the silver to be 
deposited more thinly – the average silver content 
of a solar cell fell by a third between 2011 and 2013 
– so containing the cost of the additional busbars. 
A five-busbar design has been demonstrated in 
the lab with a cell efficiency of more than 21%, 
compared to an average of 17.6% for commercial 
products today. 

These are just two of many significant 
developments. Other process improvements 
include the introduction of fluidised bed reactor 
technology, which REC Silicon has demonstrated 
can reduce the electricity needed for polysilicon 
production by three quarters 2, and stencil printing 
to save even more silver. Other advances in design 
include new ‘passivated emitter rear cells’ (PERC) 
which raise the sunlight conversion efficiency; 
smaller junction boxes filled with thermally 
conducting glue to better dissipate diode heat; 
new materials to improve the electrical insulation 
of cells, one of which has been developed by 
Dow Chemical under the brand Enlight; and new 
materials for the ‘backsheet’ on which a solar panel 
rests, which reduce its cost by half. 

FIGURE 56. CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT R&D RENEWABLE 
ENERGY INVESTMENT BY REGION, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Source: Bloomberg, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, IEA, IMF, various government agencies

1  The relentless fall in Chinese PV module costs, 17 Oct 2014, Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
2  Ibid
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These myriad incremental improvements are  
driving down the cost of solar electricity generation 
to such an extent that large-scale solar farms are 
already starting to undercut power from gas and 
coal in the best locations – sunny places where 
fossil fuels are expensive. History suggests that 
solar costs fall by almost a quarter with each 
doubling of cumulative capacity, and Bloomberg 
New Energy Finance expects that by 2030 solar will 
undercut fossil electricity generation in all but the 
least promising locations. 

Research and development spending on wind 
slipped 2% to $2.1 billion, but R&D is no less vital 
in wind than solar for reducing costs, and this 
technology is evolving too. 

One driver is the need to increase the length of 
the rotor blades, as the industry develops higher-
powered turbines for offshore – the rotor of an 

8MW machine is around 160 metres in diameter, 
compared to 125 metres for a 5MW unit – and 
turbines capable of generating in less windy areas 
onshore. Longer blades need to be stiffer and 
stronger, which typically adds weight and cost, so 
research has concentrated on finding alternative 
materials. The world’s three longest blades are all 
made with a mixture of traditional glass fibre and 
lighter, stronger carbon fibre, but carbon fibre is 
expensive and difficult to handle, so now there 
is a trend towards alternative materials. Gamesa, 
for example, is switching to glass-fibre reinforced 
epoxy composite for its new models, and LM has 
also developed its longest blade without carbon 
fibre. 3

Longer blades put greater strain on the rest of 
the turbine, particularly the gearbox, and this 
has prompted some interesting developments. 
Gearboxes were necessary only because turbine 

3  Wind technology – rotor blades, 23 September 2014, Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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blades move slowly – at about 15 revolutions per 
minute – and because early turbine developers 
used off-the-shelf industrial generators that need 
to spin at around 1,500rpm. You can dispense 
with the gearbox if you replace the high-speed 
generator with a low-speed one, but these 
‘direct drive’ machines need up to 20 times more 
electromagnets to produce the same power, and are 
therefore far bigger and heavier. To reduce weight, 
some manufacturers replaced electromagnets with 
permanent magnets made from rare earth metals, 
but these are expensive. 

One recent solution has been to develop hybrid 
drivetrains that combine a two-stage gearbox with 
a permanent magnet generator. This arrangement 
eliminates the third, highest speed gear, which is 
the one most likely to fail, and reduces the volume 
of rare earth magnets by 80% compared to a direct 
drive, meaning the hybrid weighs around half as 
much.4 These medium-speed drivetrains are smaller 

and, according to developers, highly efficient. 
Winergy (a subsidiary of Siemens) has developed 
the HybridDrive system, which has been installed 
for testing on two 3MW wind turbines in Germany 
and Ukraine, while the FusionDrive developed by 
Moventas of Finland is in commercial production 
for DeWind, and the company claims it reduces the 
cost of wind generation by 6%. 

Another approach now on the verge of 
commercialization is the Digital Displacement 
technology developed by a UK company, Artemis 
Intelligent Power, which was taken over by  
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in 2010. Digital 
Displacement is a computer-controlled hydraulic 
transmission system with an infinitely variable 
transmission ratio, which keeps the generator 
running at the same steady speed needed to 
deliver grid-quality power however wild the 
gusts. This does away with both the gearbox 
and the expensive power electronics required by 
earlier designs. Mitsubishi has started onshore 
testing of the system in a 7MW turbine at the 
Hunterston Test Centre in Scotland, and plans to 
install it on a floating turbine in Japan in 2015. 
If the tests are successful, the company then  
plans to supply the system to MHI Vestas Offshore 
Wind, its joint venture with the world’s largest 
turbine manufacturer. 

Research and development in biofuels inched up 
1% to $2 billion, which was perhaps surprising 
given the chronic uncertainty overshadowing 
the US market. The volumetric biofuel targets 
required under the Renewable Fuel Standard 
(RSF2) regulation remain at odds with the 10% 
‘blend wall’ cap needed to protect engines from 
damage, and the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) failed to rule how much biofuel would be 
needed in 2014 during the course of that year.  
The EPA did say, however, that it could not foresee 
the market absorbing more than 10%, and in an 
era of depressed petrol consumption – US demand 
peaked in 2005 – it puts advanced cellulosic 
ethanol producers in a direct fight for market share  
with the corn ethanol producers who dominate at 
the moment. 

It was a seminal year for cellulosic ethanol, 
nevertheless. After years of delay, the first 
commercial-scale plants using enzymatic hydrolysis 

4  http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/europe_africa/article1341613.ece
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technology were commissioned – by Poet/DSM, 
Abengoa and DuPont Danisco – raising capacity to 
83 million gallons. It remains to be seen how these 
plants, the result of significant investment in R&D, 
fare following the EPA announcement. 

Biofuel research continues, however, and 60% 
of it was government funded in 2014. The US 
Department of Defense awarded a $210 million 
contract for a cellulosic drop-in replacement fuel, 
split between Emerald Biofuels, Red Rock Biofuels 
and Fulcrum Bioenergy. In Europe, Dong Energy 
and Novzymes were awarded EUR 39 million ($53 
million) from the European Commission’s New 
Entrants’ Reserve 300 programme to support a 
cellulosic ethanol project called the Maabjerg 
Energy Concept. 

Research in marine energy jumped 17% in 2014, 
driven by a 132% rise in corporate spending.  
This was surprising since two of the sector’s  
leading hopes suffered major setbacks. Towards the 

end of the year, Pelamis Wave Power announced 
it had run out of money and had appointed 
administrators, and two days later Marine Current 
Turbines was offered up for sale by its owner, 
Siemens. The sector’s top 20 businesses have 
accumulated losses of some $900 million so far, and 
several of those involved in wave power (including 
Wavebob and Oceanlinx as well as Pelamis) have 
now gone out of business. 

However, prospects looked brighter for tidal power 
than wave, at the start of 2015. This year, Atlantis 
Resources is due to start construction on the 6MW, 
GBP 41 million phase 1A of its MeyGen array off 
the north coast of Scotland. This is due to be the 
first multi-machine tidal stream power project in 
the world, and its four turbines are scheduled to 
start generating in 2016. As well as Atlantis, other 
tidal stream companies such as Andritz Hydro 
Hammerfest, OpenHydro, Scotrenewables and 
Alstom were all continuing intensive development 
work on their MW-scale devices during 2014.

C H A P T E R  9
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n  Acquisition activity in renewable energy rose by $2 billion or 3% to $68.8 billion in 2014, a three-year 
high, but still almost $5 billion short of its peak in 2011.

n  Acquisitions of generating assets and debt refinancing rose by $5.2 billion or 11% to $54.5 billion to 
establish a new high, narrowly ahead of the previous peak in 2012.

n  Corporate mergers and acquisitions (M&A) – the buying and selling of companies – fell by 35% to $9.8 
billion. 

n  The value of wind acquisitions rose by $6 billion or 17% to a record $40.8 billion, which constituted 59% 
of total activity. 

n  Solar acquisition activity slipped by just under 3% to $20.1 billion.  

n  Wind and solar combined made up almost 89% of all activity, up from 83% in 2013.

ACQUISITION ACTIVITY 

C H A P T E R  1 0

Acquisitions and debt refinancing in renewable 
energy rose modestly for the second year running 
to $68.8 billion in 2014, up from $66.8 billion in 
2013 and $67.7 billion in 2012, as shown in Figure 
57. But this was still almost $5 billion short of its 
peak of $73.5 billion in 2011. These figures include 
corporate mergers and acquisitions (M&A), power 
infrastructure acquisitions and debt refinancing, 
private equity buy-outs, and the purchase of stakes 
in specialist companies by trade buyers. 

The overall direction of travel was 
the same as in 2013, but the drivers 
were different. Corporate M&A – 
the buying and selling of companies 
– fell by 35% to $9.8 billion, wiping 
out a similar-sized dollar gain in the 
previous year. Corporate M&A in 
2014 was just a third of its value in 
2011, when restructuring following 
the financial crash was at its peak. 
By contrast, asset acquisitions 
and refinancing rebounded from 
its only contraction in the past 
decade, rising $5.2 billion or 11% 
to establish a new record of $54.5 
billion, more than 10 times higher 
than in 2004. Public market investor 

exits were almost unchanged at $1.9 billion, but 
private equity buy-outs were fourfold higher at 
$2.5 billion. 

Asset purchasing and debt refinancing have always 
taken the lion’s share of total acquisition activity, 
averaging well over 50% between 2004 and 2011. 
In the last three years, however, that proportion 
has averaged more than 70%, and in 2014 rose to 
79%. Corporate M&A’s share of the total has done 

FIGURE 57. ACQUISITION TRANSACTIONS IN RENEWABLE ENERGY 
BY TYPE, 2004-2014, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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mixture of cash, equity and the $1.6 
billion non-recourse debt financing 
it assumed from Alta Wind. The 
deal was significant in that it 
marked the first major acquisition 
of third-party assets by a yieldco, 
which typically buy generating 
assets from their parent companies 
(see Public Markets chapter). This 
channel could make a big impact 
on developers, enabling them to 
recycle capital into new projects. 

In November last year, SunEdison 
and its newly floated yieldco, 
TerraForm Power, took a similar 
tack when they announced a 

corporate M&A deal to buy the closely-held First 
Wind Holdings for $2.4 billion, consisting of a 
$1.9 billion upfront payment and a further $510 
million conditional on First Wind completing 
projects in its backlog. The deal, finalised in 2015, 
secured over 520MW of operating wind and solar 
assets for TerraForm and a pipeline of 1.6GW, of 

the opposite, averaging more than 30% during the 
first decade of the century, but falling to 17% in 
the last three years, and just 14% in 2014. 

Acquisition activity was as usual dominated by 
wind, which accounted for almost $41 billion, and 
solar, just over $20 billion, as shown in Figure 58. 
Together wind and solar made up almost 
89% of the total, their highest ever share, 
squeezing all other sectors combined to their 
lowest, at just over 11%.

Wind sector acquisition activity rose 17% 
in 2014, as shown in Figure 59, continuing 
a decade long expansion broken only in 
2010 and 2012. Activity was supported by 
the underlying performance of the industry, 
which added a record 51GW of new capacity, 
with the average price of wind turbines 
remaining fairly stable compared to 2013, 
as did the electricity tariffs in most major 
markets. 

Asset acquisition and debt refinancing in 
wind rose by $7 billion to $35.3 billion in 
2014, or 87% of total wind activity. The 
year started quietly but gathered pace; it 
is striking that all but one of the 11 largest 
US deals happened in the second half of the 
year, and seven in the last two months. 

The biggest single deal was the acquisition 
in August of Alta Wind’s 948MW portfolio 
by NRG Yield for $2.5 billion, through a 

FIGURE 58. ACQUISITION TRANSACTIONS IN RENEWABLE ENERGY 
BY SECTOR, 2004-2014, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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which around 320MW is thought to be under 
construction. It also transformed SunEdison into 
one of the largest US renewables developers, with 
a position in wind as well as solar. 

Other large US asset deals included EON’s sale 
in November of an 80% stake in its 402MW US 
wind portfolio to Enbridge, the Canadian oil 
and gas pipeline operator, for $650 million; the 
acquisition in August by Fiera Axium, a Canadian 
fund manager, of a 35% stake in the 1,100MW US 
wind portfolio of EDP Renovaveis, majority owned 
by Energia de Portugal, for $608 million; and a 
December deal worth $360 million in which one 
wind developer, Pattern Energy Group, took over 
a 200MW project that has yet to start construction 
from another, Pioneer Green Energy. 

The other big asset acquisitions were all in 
European offshore wind. Dong Energy sold half 
its 50% stake in the 630MW first phase of the 
London Array offshore wind farm to La Caisse 
de Dépôt et Placement du Québec (La Caisse),  
a Canadian pension fund manager with $186 
billion in net assets, for GBP 644  million ($1 billion).  
The ownership of the world’s largest wind farm, 
which sits 20 kilometres off the coasts of Kent and 
Essex, is now divided between La Caisse (25%), 
Dong (25%), EON (30%) and Masdar, the Abu 
Dhabi government’s renewable energy company, 
with 20%. 

Masdar bought its stake in London 
Array in 2008, and in 2014 it 
expanded its presence in the North 
Sea by acquiring a 35% stake in the 
402MW Dudgeon Offshore Wind 
Farm from Statoil, the national oil 
company of Norway, for GBP 535 
million ($857 million).  The deal 
was announced a month after 
Statoil (35%) and Statkraft (30%) 
announced the project would go 
ahead following the government’s 
award of a contract guaranteeing 
the power price it would receive. 

Dong has also been busy in the 
North Sea, selling not only half of 
its  stake in the London Array, but 
also a 50% stake in its 210MW 
Westermost Rough offshore wind 

farm to Marubeni Corporation of Japan, and 
Britain’s Green Investment Bank, for a total of 
around GBP 500 million ($833 million). The GIB 
invested GBP 241 million into Westermost Rough, 
and a further GBP 220 million for a 10% stake in 
the 576MW Gwynt y Mor offshore farm being 
developed by RWE, both still under construction, 
in moves explicitly intended to release capital for 
developers to plough into new projects. The UK is 
relying on offshore wind to help achieve its binding 
renewable energy and emission reductions targets, 
and Bloomberg New Energy Finance expects 
another 6-7GW to be commissioned in British 
waters by 2020. 

Acquisitions and debt refinancing in solar 
slipped by 3% to $20.1 billion in 2014, the third 
consecutive annual decline since peaking at $23.7 
billion in 2011. Of this, $15.4 billion represented 
asset acquisitions and debt refinancing, which 
was fractionally higher than in 2013. Falling PV 
technology costs, and declining support via feed-
in tariffs, have helped to limit the dollar value of 
asset acquisitions in solar.

In the largest US refinancing deal of 2014, Google 
invested $100 million tax equity into a $250 million 
SunPower PV leasing programme, with SunPower 
providing the rest of the funds. Leasing allows 
homeowners to install solar panels for little or no 
upfront cost, and is the fastest growing part of the 

FIGURE 59. ACQUISITION TRANSACTIONS IN RENEWABLE ENERGY 
BY SECTOR, 2014, AND GROWTH ON 2013, $BN

Total values include estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
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US solar market. Tax equity deals happen because 
developers often earn more from the US Investment 
Tax Credit (and Production Tax Credit, in the case 
of wind) schemes than they can offset against 
their own tax bill, meaning that it makes financial 
sense for a big company with a larger tax liability 
to invest and absorb the surplus. The big company 
is often a bank, and other large tax equity deals in 
2014 included a $200 million investment by Credit 
Suisse in the Clean Power Finance Solar Fund, and 
another for $175 million by Bank of America into a 
fund run by SolarCity. 

One of the largest solar asset acquisitions was by 
SunEdison’s yieldco, TerraForm, which bought a 
78MW US PV portfolio from Swiss asset manager 
Capital Dynamics for $236 million, funded by 
expanding an existing debt facility. Another 
large asset deal saw Abengoa Solar take a $205 
million bridging loan to fund the early stages 
of construction of a solar thermal electricity 
generation plant in Antofagasta, Chile. The plant 

is a tower and heliostat design, rated at 110MW, 
and will include 17.5 hours’ storage capacity in the 
form of molten salts.

Solar corporate M&A activity fell by 27% in 2014 
to $3.4 billion, but one interesting deal was the 
acquisition by China National Chemical Corporation 
of Norway’s REC Solar, one of the few remaining 
makers of solar panels in Western ownership, 
for $640 million. REC Solar employs 1,700 people 
making solar panels at its factory in Singapore, and 
the acquisition may help China National Chemical 
Corporation avoid anti-dumping tariffs imposed by 
the US on Chinese PV manufacturers. 

Among the asset, refinancing and M&A deals in 
the smaller sectors, RockTenn, a Missouri-based 
paperboard and packaging manufacturer, bought 
a 55MW combined-heat-and-power biomass plant 
in Tacoma, Washington, for $343 million; Rentech, 
a Californian developer of Fischer-Tropsch synthetic 
jet and diesel fuels, bought New England Wood 
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Pellet, for $45 million; and Renewable Energy 
Group, a biodiesel plant developer based in Iowa, 
bought LS9, a Californian biofuel and biochemical 
developer, for $40 million. 

Public market investor exits were little changed in 
2014, at $1.9 billion, but private equity buy-outs 
more than quadrupled in value to $2.5 billion.  
In the biggest deal, buy-out specialist KKR bought 
a 33% stake in Acciona Energia Internacional, 
which owns the foreign assets of the Spanish 
renewables developer Acciona, for EUR 417 million 
($567 million). The deal values AEI’s assets in 14 
countries at EUR 2.6 billion, including EUR 1.3 
billion of debt, and the move is intended to lead  
to an initial public offering to transform the 
company into yet another yieldco. The search for 
yield also drove another large European deal, 
in which the Cairo-based private equity investor 
EFG-Hermes took a 49% stake in the French  
wind portfolio of EDP Renovaveis, for $208 million. 
The deal was half funded by debt provided by 
European banks, and half by equity, with $5 million 

from EFG-Hermes and the rest raised from Gulf 
Cooperation Council countries.

There were also two significant private equity 
buy-out deals in China, where Hong Kong based 
NewQuest Capital Advisors took a 50% stake in 
China Hydroelectric for $330 million, and JinkoSolar 
sold a 45% stake in its project developer subsidiary, 
JinkoSolar Power Engineering Group, for $225 
million. The buyers were China Development Bank, 
New Horizon Capital and Macquarie Infrastructure 
Partners.

The list of the biggest corporate M&A deals in 
renewable energy in 2014 was led by CPFL Energias 
Renovaveis’ purchase of a 79% stake in Dobreve 
Energia, a Brazilian small hydro and wind project 
developer, for $716 million, and Toray Industries’ 
buy-out of Zoltek, a US technology company 
making carbon fibre for wind turbines and other 
applications. In third place was Danfoss’ acquisition 
of a 20% stake in SMA Solar Technology, a leading 
German inverter manufacturer, for $412 million.

C H A P T E R  1 0
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G L O S S A R Y

GLOSSARY1

ASSET FINANCE All money invested in renewable energy generation projects, whether 
from internal company balance sheets, from debt finance, or from equity 
finance. It excludes refinancings. The project may not be commissioned in 
the same year.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE – 
CAPEX 

Funds used by a company to acquire or upgrade physical assets such 
as property, industrial buildings or equipment.  Some investment will 
translate into capacity in the following year.

CONVERTIBLE BOND A bond that can be exchanged for a fixed number of shares in the issuing 
company.

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION Generation of power from small-scale technologies close to where it  
is used. 

FEED-IN TARIFF (FIT) A premium rate paid for electricity fed back into the electricity grid from a 
designated renewable electricity generation source. 

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING (IPO) A company’s first offering of stock or shares for purchase via an exchange. 
Also referred to as “flotation”.   

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (ITC) Allows investment in renewable energy in the US to be deducted from 
income tax.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS 
(M&A)

The value of existing equity and debt purchased by new corporate buyers 
in companies developing renewable technology or operating renewable 
energy projects.

NON-RECOURSE PROJECT 
FINANCE

Debt and equity provided directly to projects rather than to the companies 
developing them.  

OVER-THE-COUNTER (OTC) Trading of stocks, bonds, commodities or derivatives directly between 
buyers and sellers as opposed to via a formal exchange.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT  IN 
PUBLIC EQUITY (PIPE)

The purchase of securities directly from a publicly traded company by 
private investors.

PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT 
(PTC)

The support instrument for wind energy projects at federal level in the US.

PUBLIC MARKETS All money invested in the equity of publicly quoted companies developing 
renewable energy technology and generation. 

RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO 
STANDARD (RPS)

A regulation that requires that a minimum of electricity or heat sold is 
from renewable sources.  Also called Renewable Electricity Standard (RES) 
at the US federal level and Renewables Obligation in the UK.

TAX EQUITY Tax equity investors invest in renewable energy projects in exchange for 
federal tax credits.

VENTURE CAPITAL AND 
PRIVATE EQUITY (VC/PE): 

All money invested by venture capital and private equity funds in the 
equity of companies developing renewable energy technology. 

1  Further definitions and explanations can be found in Private Financing of Renewable Energy – a Guide for Policymakers. S. Justice/K. 

Hamilton. Chatham House, UNEP Sustainable Energy Finance Initiative, and Bloomberg New Energy Finance, December 2009 and in the REN21 

2013 Renewables Global Status Report.
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FRANKFURT SCHOOL OF FINANCE & MANAGEMENT

Frankfurt School of Finance & Management is a research-led business school accredited by AACSB International and  
EQUIS. Frankfurt School offers educational programmes in financial, economic and management subjects, including 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees, a doctoral programme, executive education, certified courses of study, open 
seminars and training courses for professionals as well as seminars and workshops for those in vocational training. 

In their research, the faculty members address topical issues affecting business, management, banking and finance. 
Experts from FS also manage advisory and training projects on financial matters in emerging markets and developing 
countries, especially on topics related to microfinance and the financing of energy from renewable sources. In 
addition to its campus in Frankfurt, the FS has study centres in Hamburg and Munich and five offices in developing 
countries. It is a globally connected business school with nearly 100 partner universities. More information from 
www.frankfurt-school.de

FRANKFURT SCHOOL – UNEP COLLABORATING CENTRE FOR CLIMATE & SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FINANCE

The Frankfurt School – UNEP Collaborating Centre for Climate & Sustainable Energy Finance (Centre) is committed 
to facilitating the necessary structural change of energy supply and use around the globe by helping to catalyse 
private sector capital flow towards investments in sustainable energy and climate change mitigation and adaptation.

The Centre combines project implementation on the ground with think-tank activities. Its work is cutting edge: 
its experts experiment with new financial mechanisms and implement cutting-edge projects, and inform policy 
development. The primary objective is to mobilise significantly increased levels of sustainable energy and climate 
finance, bridging the public-private sector gap and thereby contributing to the development of a global green 
economy. Together with partners in different institutions, the Centre is elaborating and field-testing new financial 
instruments, products and services that serve the growing markets for energy-efficient and clean energy production.

BLOOMBERG NEW ENERGY FINANCE

Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) provides unique analysis, tools and data for decision makers driving change 
in the energy system. With unrivalled depth and breadth, we help clients stay on top of developments across 
the energy spectrum from our comprehensive web-based platform. BNEF has 200 staff based in London, New 
York, Beijing, Cape Town, Hong Kong, Munich, New Delhi, San Francisco, São Paulo, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, 
Washington D.C., and Zurich.

BNEF products fit your daily workflow, streamline your research, sharpen your strategy and keep you informed. 
BNEF’s sectoral products provide financial, economic and policy analysis, as well as news and the world’s most 
comprehensive database of assets, investments, companies and equipment in the clean energy space.  BNEF’s 
regional products provide a comprehensive view on the transformation of the energy system by region. 

New Energy Finance Limited was acquired by Bloomberg L.P. in December 2009, and its services and products are now  
owned and distributed by Bloomberg Finance L.P., except that Bloomberg L.P. and its subsidiaries (BLP) distribute these 
products in Argentina, Bermuda, China, India, Japan, and Korea.  For more information on Bloomberg New Energy  
Finance: http://about.bnef.com, or contact us at sales.bnef@bloomberg.net for more information on our services.
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